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Supported Software
All Quotes are based on PDF file Submission. Newspaper Printing offers
assistance with the creation of PDF files from the following supported software:
Apple and PC Compatible Computers
•
•
•
•

Quark XPress Version 9.0 and above
Indesign CS5 and above
Illustrator CS5 or above
Photoshop CS5 or above

Internet file transmissions to Newspaper Printing Company will be done through
NPC’s FTP Server or Remote Access Server.
The speed of transfer will be affected by the customers connection speed and
internet traffic.
The customer will need access to the internet through either a service provider or
an online service that provides internet access.

What is Preflight?
The term preflight refers to the process of checking files to a list of parameters or
specifications. Preflight is done so that problems can be identified and resolved in the
beginning stages of production. NPC uses software within our Prinect Workflow to
preflight or qualify all Customer files. It breaks down problems into three categories.
Category one is PASS. These are files that meet NPC specifications and will process
correctly.
Category two is FAIL. The term Fail refers to issues NPC feels are severe enough to stop
the production of a job. Failures can include missing pages, no bleed or insufficient
bleed, fonts not embedded in the pdf file, and other issues.
Category three is WARN. A Warning refers to issues NPC feels are not severe enough
to stop the production of a job, but warrant information to be given to the customer.
Warnings are items that are not to NPC specifications and have the potential to affect
color characteristics, image quality and/or print accuracy. This does not mean that the
warnings will cause these problems, but that the processed file may yield results other
than what is intended. Examples of this can be low resolution graphics, total color
area percentage too high, or registration color text (4 color text without a solid black).
All NPC specifications are not the only way to produce a job, but through experience
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What is Preflight? continued
and testing, NPC specs will consistently produce reliable files. As production varies
away from NPC specs, the success of accurate file processing becomes less reliable.
Companies receiving files from an outside party should be preflighting files for accuracy
before they are sent to NPC. NPC is happy to distribute its prepress specifications and
PDF presets. They can be found at http://www.npcprinting.com/support/ftp, then click
on the Specifications lnk at the bottom of the page.

PDF Workflow
PDF files are viewable, composite postscript files that can contain all font and
graphics data. Newspaper Printing has embraced a PDF workflow that is based
on direct PDF file processing. A PDF file made correctly (based on front end file
production that adheres to NPC (specifications) can greatly reduce the time it takes
to process and proof those files. Much of this Specs Book contains the information
needed to design, create and produce workable files for commercial printing. All
NPC specifications are based on commercial printing industry standards, created
to maintain image clarity, reliable color reproduction and produce a quality, printed
piece. Pdf files can be created through Adobe PDF presets directly in InDesign or
PDF files can be exported directly from Quark. It is important that methods other
than what are outlined in NPC’s Specs Book are not used to create PDF files. Again,
the preparation of the front end files is extremely important. If there are problems
with color, transparency, fonts or resolution, those problems will be passed into the
PDF file. This can make the PDF file yield unwanted results regarding image quality
or color.
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Page Size

Production Specs
Size

Document pages should be created to the trim size of your product. This is indicated on
the quote provided to you by your NPC sales person or CSR. Both prepress production
and the printed piece are based on this trim size. Additional production is necessary to
compensate for an incorrect trim size.

Image Area

Image area refers to copy, folios, page numbers, graphics, and elements that do not bleed
off the page edge. The image area should be centered on the page. If any element is closer
to the edge than NPC specs permit (.25” on digests, .375” on trimmed books and Tabloids
and .5” on untrimmed tabloids and standards), some of the copy, graphic, folio, etc may
run too close to the trim edge of the page and the page may print off center or type might
possibly be trimmed off.

Bleed Size

Bleed refers to the amount of additional image that extends beyond the page/document
edge that will be trimmed away to allow color, or graphics to extend off the printed
page. Too little bleed and there might not be enough image to trim away. Bleeds must
extend .25” or more beyond the document edge or pages trimmed edge. Bleed needs
to be equal on all 4 sides of the page.

Four color and Spot color

Color

NPC separates a job according to the type of color that will be printed. If a job is to be
printed with four color process but contains colors other than CMYK, the CMYK color
model or CMYK color space, then NPC may not be able to generate the Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow and Black separations properly.
If a job is to be printed with a spot color, it is printed with a single mixed ink color. Only
the spot colors needed for the job should be used. Any extra spot colors need to be
removed from the job. Spot colors can be converted to CMYK by NPC for 4 color jobs
but NPC cannot guaranteed the color will convert reliably and may a yield an inaccurate
color match.

Black only text and graphics

Black Text should be created with the color “Black” only. Black text is made to
overprint on NPC’s workflow system. Black graphics must be composed of Black
only and should not be composed of multiple colors, CMYK, RGB or registration color.
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Rich Black

When using a black background in four color publications, black ink only may
not yield a consistently dense black background. To remedy this we recommend
creating a rich black.
For Coated Stock, Uncoated Wove Stock or Sheetfed work use:
50% Cyan, 40% Magenta, 40% Yellow, 100% Black
For Uncoated Newsprint Stocks use:
80% Cyan, 0% Magenta, 0% Yellow, 100% Black

Transparency and Layers

Transparency is created by the use of layers to simulate a special effect, a muted look
or to reduce the saturation of color. Drop Shadow and Feathering filters, blending
and opacity effects use transparency. If you are using InDesign, please refer to the
documentation that is attached to this PDF called “Flatten transparent artwork in
Adobe InDesign.pdf” and “Transparency flattening (Adobe Acrobat Pro).pdf”. When
files are processed, all layers must be flattened to produce a single, composite layer.
Not all software flattens art the same way, which may yield unwanted results in color
accuracy, the amount of transparency visible or other unwanted problems. The artist
must flatten the art into a final composite layer to give them the control over the look of
the final piece.

ICC Color

Newspaper Printing does not support ICC profiles embedded in graphic or PDF files.
ICC is a color standard allowing files to maintain their color characteristics no matter
what device (monitor, printer, platesetter, press etc) they are being displayed on or
printing to. It is only accurate if all devices have been properly calibrated, profiled and
color managed. ICC profiled images need to be converted to the proper color space,
i.e., CMYK, PMS or Grayscale. The problem arises because color conversions from
the ICC profile color space to another color space can yield undesirable color results.
ICC profiles can be included in several stages of the production process. They can
be embedded in graphics by the graphics program, added when the postscript file is
created, or in Distiller by using distiller settings other than those supplied by NPC.

Color Space

Color space refers to the color range or the color reproduction capability of a device.
RGB, LAB and others color spaces can produce very vivid Reds, Blues and Greens
that cannot be printed as vividly in process color. In addition, improper color spaces
CAN yield inaccurate color. NPC supports black and white, Grayscale, Spot color and
CMYK Color spaces.
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Resolution

Graphics

Resolution refers to the DPI/PPI of the graphic. NPC’s specification is 300 dpi. Saving
your pictures at 300 dpi will accomplish several things: Clarity and sharpness of
the image, and some ability to enlarge it up to 125% without your picture appearing
blurry or pixilated. Images less than 300 dpi CAN appear blurry, pixilated and yield
inaccurate color. NPC will stop your job or notify you of files under 200 dpi.

Adobe Illustrator

When creating graphics in Illustrator, colors should reflect the type of printing.
Color type can be set using the “Color Type” pulldown menu. Process files should
only contain CMYK colors and can be set using the “Color Type” pulldown menu.
Spot color should be set up as spot color. When creating spot color blends, blend
from 0% of the spot color to another % of the same spot color. Using white in a spot
color blend will cause the blend to become process color. For the best Process
Color or Grayscale results, set the “Document Raster Effects Settings” to High 300
dpi. Convert all text to outlines to avoid font problems. Flatten any layers to avoid
transparency and flattening problems. Finally, save your art as an EPS or PDF file
to be placed into your page layout program.

Adobe Photoshop

Use NPC color settings provided as an attachment in this PDF. They will keep
the printing characteristics necessary for the type of paper used. NPC cold for all
uncoated papers, NPC heat for all coated papers and NPC straight color for cartoon
color and color built on a computer. These profiles are to be used to convert RGB
color images to CMYK. Please flatten all layers into one composite layer. Save files
using no compression, except for JPEG files. Silhouettes must be made using a
clipping path and then saved as an EPS fle. Delete any additional color or alpha
channels that are not used. Alpha channels can act as a reverse mask and can
cause undesirable results. Deselect the “Embed Color Profile” button when saving
files.

Adobe InDesign

Page Layout

Although InDesign can accept many graphic file formats, use PDF, TIFF, EPS or
JPEG formats to avoid problems. If you are using transparency, please refer to the
pdf files regarding transparency that are attached to this pdf. NPC supports PDF
files directly from Adobe InDesign. The Adobe InDesign PDF Preset is available as
an attachment in this PDF.
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Quark XPress

Turn off the OPI XTension. The use of the OPI XTension will EXCLUDE graphic file
data in the pdf file.
Quark PDF Export
Go to the menu File>export>Export as PDF
Select open pdf after export
Click on Options
Set PDF style to: Press - High Quality/High Resolution
Set verification pulldown to none
Pages: no settings should be selected
Metadata: use default setings
Hyperlinks: no settings should be selected
Compression: Use default settings
Color: select Composite CMYK (4 color only), or Composite CMYK and spot (use for
spot color printing)
Fonts: use default settings
Marks: off
Bleeds: Symmetric, use .25” for bleed amount
Layers: use default settings
Notes: use default settings (no selections)
Redline: use default settings
Transparency: Select Flatten Transparency
JDF: use default settings
After reviewing settings, click capture settings
The next time you use PDF export, Use the PDF style “Captured Settings” and click
on Open PDF after Export.
Always review the PDF for errors before sending to NPC.
When making your PDF file to send to NPC, it is important not to include crop marks,
registration marks or color bars. Have your Bleed amount set to document (if bleed was set
up in the document creation window), or .25” all 4 sides (symmetrical) and use NPC’s PDF
presets or Adobe’s Press Quality presets to create your PDF file.
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Multiple Version Preparation
The base document should consist of all components including four color images.
Any items that will be changed from version to version must be built in the correct
position, in a separate file using Black only.
Publication Title

Base
elements
that will not
change are
to be built
normally

Elements that
will change
from version to
version are to
be built using
Black only.

Cover text version 1

Base elements
will be excluded
from these
versions.

NPC will
combine the
base and each
version file to
create a final
composite for
each version.
Cover text version 2
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Cover text version 3

Card Inserts
Minimum card size – 41⁄2” wide with 1⁄2” lip x 41⁄4” height, maximum size is the trim size of final
product.
Minimum thickness – 7 point
Maximum thickness – 10 point card stock
The card exampleis by no means ideal, but represents the minimum. Ideally, the card would be
6 or more inches wide with a 1⁄4” to 1⁄2” lap and 7” or more up to the full height of the book
with 1⁄4” head trim.

4“
41⁄4”

41⁄2“

Minimum Size Dimensions
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Review your PDF file with Acrobat Professional
The last step of production before submitting your PDF files to NPC is to open them
in Acrobat Professional and review them for accuracy. View your PDF with Output
Preview turned on and set with - U.S. Web Coated (SWOP)v2 – check Simulate
Overprinting and Preview: Separations. Using the “Set Page Boxes” Tool you can
check the size of your Trim Box & Bleed Box. This will help identify problems before
submitting the PDF files to NPC. Once a PDF file has been submitted as a live job,
a resubmit fee is charged for new or corrected files. Items like copy, graphics,
content, color and size can be reviewed using these simple “Tools”. You can refer
to the attachment in this PDF called “Previewing output (Adobe Acrobat Pro).pdf”

File Naming
The correct naming of files is important.
The file name should have some identifier of your job. If sending 1 file with all pages
in your publication, you don’t need a page number in the name. Example: 8-2016
Customer Pub.pdf. When sending single page files the name needs a page number.
Example: 8-2016 Customer Pub 001.pdf 8-2016 Customer Pub 002.pdf.
Using NPC Automation through the Remote Access Portal, the file name needs to
have a Delimiter before the page number. NPC has chosen to use a Hashtag (#)
before the page number on single page PDF files.
Example: 8-2016 Customer Pub #001.pdf
8-2016 Customer Pub #002.pdf.
If you are using anything different, send us the file name before you upload.

File Testing Available
Newspaper Printing offers limited file testing and review free of charge to assist
customers in producing print ready PDF files. File testing will require 3 to 5
weekdays to properly preflight, RIP process, and generate proofs for accuracy, and
is not considered a live job. Customers will be contacted with preflight results and
recommendations for correcting files.
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FTP

Send files to NPC

All FTP file transmissions to NPC should be directed to ftp.npcprinting.com or you
can use our web based interface. You will be given a secure user name and password
for your account. If our main internet line should be down, try ftp.npcprinting.com
again in a few minutes. It will route through a backup connection.

Software to use:

Apple OSX and Windows OS
An FTP program must be used such as Fetch, CyberDuck, Filezilla or any other FTP
File Transfer Program OR you can use our web interface to upload files to our FTP
server. To use the web FTP interface, go to www.npcprinting.com and click on the
upload button at the top of the web page. Any browser will work but using Chrome
and Epic browsers will provide the most functionality. You should set your FTP
software to use active mode, not passive mode for FTP transmissions.

Proofing Options
Digital Proof (Hard Proof)

Digital proofs provide a hands on proof that reflects the final printed piece. Content,
resolution, color, size, bleed and placement are reflected in these proofs. Proofs are
provided in a Digital flat proof for color and size, and a Digital Blueline for content,
placement, size and trim.
A signed proof tag must be returned to NPC before the job will print.

Remote Proof (Soft proof)

Remote proofs provide a quicker method to view and approve proofs generated by
NPC. NPC provides a interface to view, annotate and approve or reject soft proofs
using a standard web browser. Just direct your browser to
proof.publicationhub.com Remote proofs are not color accurate. Remote proofs
can: be reduced or enlarged, allow color sampling, view independent plate colors,
be viewed in readers spreads, make annotations for corrections needed, allow group
review and finally, approve or reject the proof. Contact your CSR or Sales Person for
your username and password.
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